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A Work of
Engineering Art
The T4 OTC is our ceiling system
that elegantly combines a
sophisticated, feature-rich rad
room with an intuitive and
instinctive operation for your
technologists. Developed with
functionality and convenience in
mind, we’ve meticulously thought
through every detail of our T4 to
ensure the system is a pleasure to
work with for years to come.

hospital grade quality
ergonomically designed
flexible system
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Device Features
motorized wall stand
a.i. tube crane
Sturdy 5-tier telescoping
column that allows for head to
toe examination possibilities

Motorized wall stand uses
electromagnetic braking for
smooth movement

ergonomic handle
Ergonomic handles with “all
lock release button” for soft
handling

optional handles
advanced manual collimator
Manual collimator with LED light
(adjustable brightness) and a bright,
red-laser crosshair

Wall stand is accompanied by
optional overhead handle and
patient side handle

pillar-style elevating table

medical grade tabletop

Pillar-style elevating table on both sides

Medical grade white tabletop
with optional transparent
tabletop (in picture) that allows
the operator to see detector
alignment with the tube
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Tube Crane
Display
Position your system toward the table or wall stand
and have the correct receptor highlighted.
Ergonomic operator handles with an “all lock
release” button that allows the operator to smoothly
glide the tube crane with minimal physical effort.
Integrated with live feedback of SID and degrees.
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Stylish, Yet Rugged
Elevating Table
Ultra-high-end elevating table using actuators (not
motors) for a smooth and silent operation.
Standard tabletop provides a white surface to match the
rest of the system – optional transparent tabletop provides
a modern design, while allowing the operator to be able
to ensure that the detector is always aligned to the tube.
Includes a wired foot switch that can be moved to different
areas, depending on the preference of the operator.
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Integration with Vieworks
Detectors & Software
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distributed by

Powerful image processing engine with simple user interface.
Anytime™: Vieworks’ proprietary AED (Automatic Exposure Detection) technology
Track post-exam statistics with dose and exam management tools
Rugged: 100 cm drop tested flat panel detectors Medical Imaging
companies with offices in the United States, Canada, Mexico and South Korea.

About Aspen Imaging
Aspen Imaging Healthcare is a Texas-based Original Equipment
Manufacturer (OEM) providing complete imaging solutions for
x-ray distributors and custom designed, private-labeled solutions
for OEMs across the Americas.
Founded in 2015, Aspen Imaging has become one of the fastest
growing Medical Imaging companies with offices in the United
States, Canada, Mexico and South Korea.
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